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Introduction:

eZee POS Burrp 7.0 has came with new studding look, faster operations and more data space.
If one is familiar with earlier version, Nextgen 6.0, probably will find 7.0 with quite similar in
functionality, and flow. This manual is for all the users, even if you are new to 7.0 or going
to use the software very first time. Manual will guide you with all the functionality available
in the version 7.0

Once the database configuration is done, we can use eZee POS Burrp, that performs various
operation, like taking new order, modifying existing order, generating KOT /Receipt, doing
settlement, reports, and many more useful features are available .

Lets get started!!

Launching eZee POS Burrp for the version 7.0.

Double click on the icon to open the eZee POS Burrp.

Database selection environment
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Real System Environment: is to connect live database, you have configured for your
property.

Sample Practice Data Environment: Is to connect sample database, prepared to practice or
test the software operations.

Check Box of “Remember this setting”: Is to save the settings for the database choices, we
made and wish to directly getting in without selecting database next time.

For example, I want to directly login to my property database, I would check mark
“Remember this setting” check box and click on Real system Environment so when I get login
next time, system will open live database and will not ask for demo database.

Demo Notification: User will be notified how many days are left for demo period.

Register Button: to register or license your software
Continue Button: to get in to the software.
Feedback Button: to submit product feedback.

Note: Demo notification window will not be appear in case of software is licensed.

User Login Window: Select your user name and enter password to get in.
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User list will be appear, if click on User name box. Example “Admin” above screenshot.

There are four different ways to get login into the software.
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a) Username and Password (Default)

b) User code

c) Swipe card

d) Finger print

Note: Integration with Magnetic card and Finger print device also available. Property can
contact support to get more detail on it.

Shift Information: Shift information of User. Software opens new shift when user get
login very first time in the software or starting their day.
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Opening Balance : User can enter opening balance by click on Dollar icon (Shown in below
image). Opening balance can be anything, carry forwarded amount from last shift, petty
cash in your cash drawer, etc.

Shift information is useful to know the cash drawer balance, transactions happens during the
day. Detail report is available on *Closing shift report while closing the shift.

*Closing shift report is explained later in the tutorial.
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Outlet Selection : Choose the outlet from the list, to start with.
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Main Window (Appearance of eZee Burrp)

Very first window, after getting in with the outlet selection which holds 4 different sections
including different order type, receipt / KOT operations, and basic / advance settings. This
is only window which can perform all the basic operations such as, taking orders, generating
KOT / Receipt, settle, etc. Lets look all the options in detail.

Switch Outlet fromMain widow:

User can still switch to different outlet by click on Outlet name given on Top Left Corner.
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Outlet selection window will open while clicking on Outlet.

Switching Sessions :

Session also can be changed by click on the session name same as outlet.
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Click on Session name to see the list of session.

Click on Session name to see the list of session.

Feature on Right Panel on Main window (Other’s): (Adding Favourite)

User can add additional features as Favourite to easy access.
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Click on to get more options and can select any of the options to add as favourite.
(Some of the important features are explain in detail later in the tutorial)
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Order Type Section

Order type allows to punch new order for different order types such as for Dine In, Take
Away, Delivery, Room Service, No Charge (Complimentary) and Advance Order.

Dine In:

Click on Dine in option to see the list of tables, configured in the database.

Dine In Rooms (For an example, AC or Non-AC, Garden, Terrace) with configured tables
appears on the next window.
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Dine In Rooms : Rooms given on the bottom of the window can be switched by click on
respective names appear on the window.

Settings on the Left Panel :

**Respective options are available on click on the each option.

Tables: To see the table(s) by its status. For example.. To see the Occupied table(s), or
Vacant Table?
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Show Receipt: To view/hide receipt on the table(s).

All Order: To see your own order(s) (Logged in user) or all the orders punched by different
user(s).

Table Lock Or Network Lock : Is used to unlock the locked tables.

Table gets locked due to 2 reasons:

Scenario 1: Particular room is in network lock state as it is being used by another user on
other Terminal.

Scenario 2: While the room was edited, the software was closed abruptly.

Show Order Time : To view / hide order time.
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Table Transfer: allows user to transfer orders, item or Qty. These are same options which
explained while discussing how to punch an order in the Dine In.

Table Notification : Icon can be set for the specific event such has Birthday, Anniversary,
etc. to notify the user.

Item On Hold : lists all the item(s) which are on hold. And can extend hold or fire the item
from the window.

Refresh : To fresh the Dine In window and tables to get the changes happens.
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Features on Right hand Panel:

KOT View : Show order detail of KOT(s) or Receipt(s), when click on particular tables.

Waiter Count: One of the advance feature to shows all the running order(s) based on
Waiters.
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Punch a new Order particular Tab:

Click on particular table to enter order information and items available in the system.

Order information page will appear to select Waiter (Server) name, enter guest information,
No. Of Pax, Remark, and Identity Proof. This fields are not mandatory and can skip to order
punching window directly.
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Order punching window appears after finishing with Order information page, where list of
items appear and can be selected with required order QTY.

Order punching window does have several operations and features available. Lets look into
each sections closely.
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Left Panel : has Main group and Subgroup with respective items in it to Punch an order.
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Right Panel : Shows the list items with the price and unit, that are already punch from
the menu item list.
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Detail of the item can be seen by double click on the item from Left Panel
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Click on “Print & Finish” or “Finish” Button to generate KOT (Kitchen Order Ticket) to notify
your kitchen staff (Chef) to prepare food for Table. (Sample of KOT)
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Bottom Panel: Does have 3 options available.

1) Customer Language : To make changes in the caption / language in Order Punching
window. Each individual windows does have Edit Langue option available.
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2) More Option : does have more KOT related features (**All the options will cover in
detail later in the tutorial)

Additional features can be added as favourite by activating “Heart” icon.
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All the favorite appears on the bottom of the window.

3) Switching views: Software does offer 5 different views such as:

a) Main View
b) Retail View
c) Barcode View
d) Item Search by code
e) Recipe mode
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System generates KOT when we punch an order from Dine IN, and KOT icon appears on table.

More KOT related operations appears when click on Table again (Icon (Notepad + Pen)
indicates Table is in KOT mode.) such as modification in the order, reprint KOT, to transfer
Order to another table, see the receipt preview.
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*Each options are explained in detail later in the tutorial.

Guest Check (Receipt): Click on “Make Receipt”, in order to generate a Guest Check
upon guest request.
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Order Punching window appears next to finalize the changes, such as applying discount,
Loyalty Card, or Modification in item name, rate or Tax.

Please note that, It is the same window (order punching window) for KOT and receipt with
couple of changes.

When punching an order & generating KOT, window does show NEW KOT caption. Also KOT
does not have discount option available.
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And when generating receipt from the KOT appears the same window with New Receipt
caption and couple of more buttons such discount, Bill detail option.

Discount window gets open, when click on the discount Icon. There are 2 different types
discount available, Discount on receipt and Discount on Item(s).

Software does provide facility use predefined discount as well as Open Discount.
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Predefined discount appears as:
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And open discount allows user to enter any number either in percentage or amount.

Click on “Apply” button to apply discount on the receipt or the item.

Final Guest Check (Receipt)l Detail can be checked by Clicking on Bill Detail icon.
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Which shows total amount, Tax information, Discount (If any), Adjustment, And Gratuity
(Tips)

After done with all the changes, Click on “Print & Finish” button when ready to take print out
of Guest Check.
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Sample of Guest Check (Receipt) :

After generating receipt, Table shows some different icon (Dollar note), that indicates table is
in receipt mode.
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Receipt related option appears, after clicking on the table.

Click on “Settle Receipt” option, in order to take payment in the system, when Guest pays the
bill amount.

Settlement Window appears with the bill detail and payment type.
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There are 4 different payment method available in the system.

1) Cash : When payment collection is instant, by hard cash, Credit Card, Visa or online
Transfer. More payment type can be created manually from the POS Back Office
configuration.
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2) City Ledger : is a credit account given to the guest or company.

For example, guest from the corporate company had meal in the restaurant and we allow
them to pay after 15 days or 30 days instead of instant payment. Bill amount will be posted
to Company’s Ledger account.
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Click on drop down box to see the list of City ledger accounts, created in the system.

*Note: New City Ledger account can be created from the POS Back Office configuration.
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3) Room Posting : Especially design when have POS is integrated with PMS (Hotel
Management System), to post the restaurant charges to Guest Room (Folio).
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List of all the Inhouse guest appears, when click on the Room Dropdown box.
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4) Loyalty Card : eZee POS does provide Loyalty Card / Gift Card module and issued can be
used to redeem the points or balance.
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Swipe Card or Enter the Card number manually, for issued card to the guest and system will
fetch all the information or can search guest using the search option available on the
window.
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Once selected your payment method and required option, click on “ADD” button given on
the Bottom left corner to complete payment process.

*Note: When it is Cash payment and guest has given more payment then actual, software
does show Change due window to notify Cashier, how much amount to be given back.

For an example, Total bill amount is $470 but guest has paid $500. When entered $500,
system gives us Change Due window
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More features of KOT and Receipt:

We have seen more options are available when click on table while it is in KOT mode. Lets
take close look to each option.
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“Make Receipt” option has already been explained earlier.

Settle Receipt option : This option is just to skip generating Guest Check (Receipt) and to
settle the bill directly. Same settlement window gets open, which was explained earlier,
while entering payment, received from the guest.
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Reprint All: Is useful when user wants to Print KOT(s) again, which was punched on the
table.

Fire Item: User can hold an item(s) upon guest request.

For an example: Guest has ordered for Starter and then main course items, but wants to
hold main course for 15 min until done with starter.

Select the item and click on More Option button (which is located at the bottom of the

window) with Icon.
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Select the Minute you want to hold the item for or can hold for the desired item by selecting
“Manual” option.
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When guest is ready for the hold item, Fire Item option can be used.

Operation Section:
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New KOT : is to take a another order separate on the same table.

Edit KOT : is used when want to change in the order, such as Item, qty, etc.

Order punching window gets open when click on edit to perform modification.

Order punching window does have couple options for the modification.
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Change Unit : Changing Unit of the selected item

Item which gets sell in one than 1 unit can be changed from the option.

For an example, item Absolute Vodka gets sell in 30 ML and 60 ML, either unit can be selected
using the option.

Change QTY: is another option to change the quantity of the selected item.
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Add Modifier : This option gets activated only when selected item does have modifier
mapped from the eZee POS Back office configuration. This option would get a list of
mapped modifiers to select upon guest request.

Preparation Remark : To add additional preparation remark to selected item.

For an example, Chicken Biryani with bit Spicy, or Coffee to make Strong.

Remove Item: To remove selected item from order.

When removing the item from the order, reason and remark is mandatory.
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System generates Void KOT after done with modification to notify kitchen staff (chef).

Transfer KOT : Order (KOT) can be transferred from one table to another table.
For example Guest set one table B1 and order has been punched for them. They want to
change the table to B6. User will use Transfer KOT option to transfer complete order.
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Recall Hold KOT : Software allows to Hold KOT (Similar functionality explained for Hold
item, but this is Holding complete order) for some time and can recall it to make change in it.

No Charge : Is used to give complete order as free or complimentary.
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No charge account to be selected on the window, appears when click on the option.
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*Note: New No Charge account can be created from the eZee POS Back Office.

Assign Receipt : Receipt can be assigned from one user to another user.

Show Receipt Preview: To see the preview of the receipt.

Receipt Category Wise : To create receipt Item Category Wise. It is the same window is
explained while making receipt option earlier.
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Receipt level operations

More options are available when click on table while it is in Receipt mode. Lets take a close
look to each option.

New KOT : User can still take a new order, even after generating receipt. New KOT
window appears to punch an order.
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Merge Receipt: To marge more than one receipt either from same table or different table.
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Recall Receipt: To re-open the receipt. This option is also used to do modification in the
receipt, such as applying discount, exempting Tax, etc.. Order punching window gets open
when click the option.

Reprint Receipt : To reprint the receipt(s).
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Split Receipt : Single receipt can be divide (split) into more than one receipts. There are
four different split option is available in the system, by Amount, Quantity, Equally, Seat No
wise.
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Split window does get open when click on the Split Receipt option.
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1) Split by Amount : allows use to enter manual amount to each split receipt.

2) Split by Quantity: Split the invoice by Item quantity. For an example, if invoice has
item Summit with 2 QTY, can be spitted having each QTY to each receipts.
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Select the item and click on Right Move option ( ) to move quantity to new receipt.

Quantity window opens where need to enter how many quantity will move to new receipt.
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3) Split by Equally: Split bill amount equally into number of receipt.
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4) Spit by Seat No. : Items can be assigned to the Seat number and receipt can be spitted
based on assigned Seat No.

**Dine In covers all the features, that requires to operation POS, so one will find similar
window(s), flow and options available for different order types.

Lets take a look at Take Away.
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Take Away :

Order Punching window for New Receipt appears, when click on Take Away. Take Away is
very quick in process as can take new order(s) as soon as complete the current one. This
order type is useful where user settle a bill while punching an order.

Software generates KOT and Guest Check (Receipt) at the same time when click on “Print &
Finish” or “Finish” button.

Also, user can settle a receipt on the same window by the “Settlement” window.
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**Settlement window is explained in detailed while demonstrating Dine In process.

Delivery : Delivery does have same window(s) and options as available for Dine In or
Take Away but have more feature as per Delivery process and flow.

Couple of things are require or mandatory for Delivery process such as Guest name and
address, with Phone number. The simple reason is Delivery Boy can easily find out the
guest’s place by guest;s address and contact number, if available.

Therefore, the flow of Delivery option is designed, the way, user does not forget to
collect those information and also can use the information when required.

Phone no. would be asked when go for Delivery Option.
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Address information would be asked next, once entered correct number. Also, guest
information appears automatically, If guest re-order or guest information is saved in the
guest database.
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Last order(s) can be search for existing guest by clicking on “Show History” Button.

Order punching window (Same as Take Away) for New Receipt appears, after entering guest
information.
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User can punch an order to generate KOT and Guest Check (Receipt) at the same time.

Additional feature in Delivery is to manage and track Driver Trip, once package (order) ready
which is available on Main window.

Driver Routing:

Lets take a look how Drive Routing works and useful.

Note: Driver Routing is also available for Advance order, and will be explained later in the
tutorial.

New Trip : Is used when Drive go out for delivery of package (order).
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List of all the pending delivery order appears on next window.

Check mark on the order(s), in order to assign to particular Driver (Delivery Boy) already
entered in the system.
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Now, select Drive from the list (Option located on Right hand side).

Click on Dropdown to see the list.
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Map of route from Restaurant to Guest’s place can be print and provided to driver by clicking
on “Map” option.
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And click on “Out“ Button.

Status : To check the status / track timing of the Driver (Delivery Boy) who is out for
delivery.
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All the orders which in “Out” state will appear on status with Drive Departure time and time
taken.

Check In: When drive comes back to restaurant after delivering the package (Order),
“Check In” option is used to mark Order is delivered and settle the receipt.
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All orders, which are in Out state will appear on the window. Orders assigned to specific
Drivers can filter by selecting Driver from the list.

Example an example.
Driver Adam was assigned 2 orders.
Driver David was assigned 3 orders.
To get assigned orders and mark as done, require to select “Driver” from the list and will get
all the order assigned to driver.
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All the orders assigned to Drive will get list.

Check Mark order(s) and click on “In” Button.
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Room Service : Room service is used to post restaurant charges to guest room (Folio).

In House guest list appears with the Room No, Folio #, Room type, Rate Type etc., when
clicked on Room Service option, to select a room and take an order for the (room) guest.
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Clicking on “New” button, will lead to an Order Punching window to punch an order with
New Receipt for selected room.

*Same window was explained while Dine In, Take Away, Delivery.

Q-) How to Recall or settle receipt once it is punched for Take Away, Delivery, Room Service.

A-) Main window does have Global KOT or Receipt related operations which located
Transaction section.
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User can perform all the options which was explained in detail while demonstrating Dine In
such as, recall KOT / Receipt, Reprint, Settle receipt, Void, Split, etc.

Click on Receipt Option to see the list of Pending or unsettle receipt for all the order type.

User can easily filter specific order type by clicking on Icon.
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Select the specific order to perform various operations available on bottom of the window.

Click on “Settle” button, to open settlement window and select Room post option to select
room.

*Room Post settlement is explained in detail while demonstrating Dine In.

No Charge : Is used when to give complete order as complimentary.
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No charge account list will open when click on the option. (No Charge account can be
created from the configuration).

An order punching window with New No Charge receipt, will appear when click on OK button
along with No Charge account selected from the list.
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There would not be any settlement option as its complementary.

Advance Order: Is used when to enter order well in advance before some days such as
for Birthday or Anniversary.

Order Information page opens when click on Advance Order option asking to enter Delivery
date and time, Guest information, No. Pax, Remark, etc.
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Entering Delivery Date and time and Guest information are mandatory.

Next is the order information page with New Advance Order, order # (Order number is
manual) to punch an order for guest.
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Advance order will be appear on “Advance List” option available under Transaction section.

Select the order and click on Ready when order is ready and then settle it by “Receipt and
Settle” button.

**If delivery was asked, can use Driver routing explained in detailed while demonstrating
Delivery option.

Transaction Section : Transaction sections hold global options to perform KOT or
Receipt related operation which is also available in Dine In.

**All these options are already explained above with respective order type or flow.
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Call Center : eZee does provide Call Center module, especially for the property which takes
order at one place but distribute on different location.

All the orders received from Call Center appears in the Call Center list.

Operation Section : does hold 3 options, report, Day Close (Night Audit) and Internal
Message.
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Report : eZee Burrp does provide total 11 basic and useful reports related to Sales,
Cashier, Payment, Shift, Void, etc along with number of filters.
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Day Close (Night Audit) :

Day Close (Night Audit) is very vital process in the software due to:
1) Day Close process lists all the transactions, were performed during the day.
2) It indicates if does have any pending KOT or Receipt with the options to further
respective operations.
3) List the charges information and allow user to post from the window, if forgotten.
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4) Gets Settlement detail with payment type.
5) Change the software date.
6) Gives an option to take back of database.
7) Send various report(s) to user(s).
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Message : Is useful to send / receive an email to internal department or users. Its
email service but works for the machines connected in same network.
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All the user of eZee POS Burrp are available based on user role while writing an email.
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Options on Right Panel on Main window (Other’s):

Click on to get more options and can select any of the options to add as favourite.
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Reservation : To book (Reserve) a table for future guest.

Reservation list appears when click on the option.
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Click on “New” button to take New Reservation.
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1) Select Date
2) Select Time
3) Select Table

Next window would ask to enter reservation detail (Guest Detail) and order of an item, if any.
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Click on “Order Item” option to punch an order in advance.

And Save it.

Waiting List : All the reservations appear in the Waiting List on arrival date and can

make guest Walk In /Out using the “Select Operation” button.

Ideally Reservation and Waiting List have same window. All the available operations can be
perform from any of the option.
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Pay Outs: Pay Out option helps to manage expense transactions happens in the hotel
such as Internet Bill, Telephone Bill, News paper expense, etc.

List of existing transaction appears when click on Pay Out option.
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User can enter Add (New) / Edit (Recall) transaction by using New option available on the
window.
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Paid to Name: It can be person name from the particular company.

Extra Charge : Extra charge needs to be selected from the list. New extra charge(s) can be
created from the eZee Back Office Configuration (Refer the Back Office Configuration
manual).
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Outlet : Selling existing Outlet, created in POS Backoffice will appear on the Payout.
Selecting Outlet is mandatory.

Add Button : To keep adding list charge(s) to transactions.

Save : System does provide settlement window when click on Save button to enter our
payment method. Also can post charges to City Ledger account when we offering credit.
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Misc. Sales: Is helpful to manage income transaction other than Food or restaurant, for
example, provide Spa service, or gift shop, etc.

Note : Misc. Sales does have Similar functionality and flow same as Pay out or Paid Out
Voucher. The only different is this is for receivable account or income transaction.

List of existing transaction appears when click on Misc Sales option and can be printed.
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User can enter Add (New) / Edit (Recall) transaction by using New option available on the
window.
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Guest Name: The particular guest name.

Extra Charge : Extra charge needs to be selected from the list. New extra charge(s) can be
created from the eZee Back Office Configuration (Refer the Back Office Configuration
manual).
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Outlet : Selling existing Outlet, created in POS Backoffice will appear on the Misc Sales.
Selecting Outlet is mandatory.

Add Button : To keep adding list charge(s) to transactions.

Save : System does provide settlement window when click on Save button to enter our
payment method.
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